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Chaim Weizmann Setbacks Lesson Plan  
  

Central Historical Question: What were the setbacks that 
Weizmann encountered in the years after the Balfour 

Declaration? 
 
Materials:   

• Setbacks PowerPoint 

• Setbacks Video 

• Copies of Documents A-K. 

 

Plan of Instruction:  
 
The PowerPoint, video and supporting documents reinforce lesson content 

through purposeful repetition and the gradual addition of new material. 

 
  

1. Pass out Documents A-K. 

 

2. Mini-lecture with PowerPoint:  

  

• Slide: Weizmann Rides High. Weizmann is on top of the world after the 

Balfour Declaration. Although it will not be until 1920 that he officially 

becomes head of the World Zionist Organization, he is universally 

regarded as the leader of the Zionist movement. However, Weizmann 

soon runs into difficulties.  

  

• Slide: Zionist Commission: In 1918, Weizmann leads a fact-finding Zionist 

Commission to Palestine. It arrives in Tel Aviv on April 4. To Weizmann’s 

dismay he discovers that  British military officials know next to nothing 

about the Balfour Declaration and those who do are hostile to it. A Jewish 

Palestine contradicts their own plans for the Middle East which involves 

creating, in the words of Sir Reginald Wingate, governor general of Sudan, 

“a federation of semi-independent Arab states under European guidance 

and supervision – owing spiritual allegiance to a single Arab primate, and 

looking to Great Britain as its patron and protector.”  Weizmann also 

discovers a high degree of anti-Semitism within the British military. In 

November, 1918, a couple of months after Weizmann has left Palestine, 

Vladimir Jabotinsky, who has been put in charge of the commission’s 

political affairs, sends a 12-page report to its members detailing the anti-

Zionist precedents that are being set by the British.   

 
• Slide: Allaying Arab Fears: Arab acceptance of Zionist aims is one of the 

main issues that preoccupies Weizmann. Both he and the British are 

eager to  head off Arab hostility. At the end of April, Weizmann meets with 
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Arab notables and explains that the Zionists come in peace, that there is 

plenty of room for both peoples. But anti-Zionist Arab propaganda is rife. 

The Arab people are called “to awaken from its torpor, and to rise up in 

defense of its land, of its liberty, of its sacred places against those who 

were coming to rob it of everything.” At British urging, Weizmann meets in 

June 1918 with Emir Feisal, son of Husayn, the Sharif and Emir of Mecca.  

The meeting, held north of Akaba in Transjordan, goes well and 

Weizmann is impressed with Feisal, who is prepared to cooperate with the 

Jews provided he gets what he wants – which is Damascus and all of 

northern Syria. Ultimately the hoped-for cooperation will not materialize.  

 
• Slide: Hebrew University: The second issue uppermost in Weizmann’s 

mind is his long-held goal of establishing a Hebrew University in 

Jerusalem. The cornerstone is laid on July 24, 1918.   As one historian 

explains: “Weizmann’s interest in the educational system in Palestine was 

rooted in his strong belief that Zionism was more than just a political 

vehicle for the ingathering of the Jewish people within the Jewish national 

home. Its aim was no less than the transformation of the psychology of the 

Jewish people.” Weizmann believes the Hebrew University in Jerusalem 

will be a key institution in shaping the new Palestinian Jewish identity.  

 
• Slide: Paris Peace Conference: In January 1919, as part of the Zionist 

delegation, Weizmann attends the Paris Peace Conference which  will 

determine the peace terms after World War I. On February 27, 1919, the 

delegation officially presents its demands to the Supreme Allied Council – 

the leaders of the delegations from Britain, France, the U.S., Italy and 

Japan. Before they do, the Zionists are first asked to drastically amend 

their demands, which are deemed too extensive by the British. It’s the 

result of the British military having quickly made in-roads within the British 

government. The main thrust of its argument: nothing must be done to 

upset the Arabs. One important point dropped from Zionist demands is 

“control of the administration of our national home.” The Jewish role in 

government is to be strictly advisory in all affairs, with the exception of 

Jewish education. Two crucial areas for Zionist goals, land and 

immigration, are to remain in the hands of the British.  

 

• Slide: Northern Borders: In drawn-out negotiations between the French 

and the British that begin at the Paris Peace Conference, Zionists lose 

crucial water sources in the north as the French reject British requests that 

the headwaters of the Litani River be included in the borders of the Jewish 

National Home. The British, eager to draw down their military forces, agree 

to the French demands.  
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• Slide: Arab Riots: In Palestine, mass Arab demonstrations take place in 

February and March of 1920. The Arabs are egged on by the British 

administration officials who want to see the Balfour Declaration fail. At 

these demonstrations, the Arabs yell “Down with the Jews,” “Kill the Jews” 

and “Falastin is our country and the Jews are our dogs.” Weizmann, who 

is on his way to Palestine, stops in Cairo in March, the location of British 

HQ. Weizmann learns the news and decides the whole military 

administration must go or “we shall lose altogether.” He sends a detailed 

report to the Zionist Executive a few days later and writes, “the 

overwhelming majority of the officers in the administration are our open 

and secret opponents and enemies.” Weizmann is in Palestine when Arab 

riots break out in Jerusalem in April, 1920. Five Jews are killed. Vladimir 

Jabotinsky will be sentenced to 15 years hard labor for defending the Jews 

from Arab attackers, a sentence that is later overturned.  

 

• Slide: San Remo: Weizmann understands that the riots are geared to 

influence the San Remo Conference taking place in Italy at that time. The 

Conference will decide the fate of formerly Ottoman lands. He hurries to 

San Remo and is relieved to hear from British leaders that the government 

stands by its commitments in the Balfour Declaration. He receives still 

more good news. Herbert Samuel, a Jew and a Zionist, who worked with 

Weizmann to bring about the Balfour Declaration, will become the first 

High Commissioner of Palestine under a new civilian administration. 

 

• Slide: WZO President: Weizmann is now confident that the situation has 

been resolved. Once Herbert Samuel takes over from the British military 

administration, a pro-Zionist leadership will be in place. In July 1920, 

Weizmann is installed as President of the World Zionist Organization, 

becoming the official leader of Zionism.  

 
• Slide: Samuel Disappoints: That same month Herbert Samuel takes over 

as the first High Commissioner of Palestine. But Weizmann’s hopes soon 

crumble when he hears disturbing reports that Samuel is “weak, frightened 

and trembling” when dealing with the Arabs. In March 1921, Samuel 

appoints Haj Amin al-Husseini, an instigator of the 1920 Arab riots, as 

Mufti of Jerusalem. Samuel does so in the hopes of co-opting Husseini. It 

proves a blunder.  

 
In May 1921, Arabs riot again, this time in Jaffa. Forty-two Jews are killed 

and 200 wounded. Samuel, eager to appease them, agrees to their 

demand to restrict Jewish immigration. Weizmann says, “Immigrants 

already within sight of the shores of Palestine were not allowed to land.” 

Weizmann writes a letter to Samuel: “It seems that everything in 

Palestinian life is now revolving round one central problem – how to satisfy 
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‘and to pacify’ the Arabs. Zionism is being gradually, systematically, and 

relentlessly ‘reduced’.” Weizmann in fact would like to replace Samuel but 

when Samuel threatens to take what few pro-Zionists there are in the 

administration with him, Weizmann backs down. 

 
• Slide: Cairo Conference: In 1921, newly installed Colonial Secretary 

Winston Churchill calls a conference in Cairo to resolve a number of 

Middle Eastern issues. Abdullah bin Hussain, the brother of Feisal, is 

given control of Transjordan. This is the start of a process that will 

eventually lead to the removal of Transjordan from the area promised for 

the Jewish National Home, some 77% of the total territory.   

 
• Slide: Weizmann’s Critics: Weizmann faces opposition from other Zionists. 

In December, 1921, at the 12th Zionist Congress, Weizmann is attacked 

for not publicly condemning Britain which is clearly retreating from its 

promises. Weizmann believes he will lose British support if he speaks out. 

Weizmann easily overrides the opposition, winning a vote of confidence by 

348 to 58. 

 
• Slide: Churchill White Paper: On May 27,1922, Churchill signs a 

memorandum written by Herbert Samuel.  The White Paper, officially 

released on June 3, aims to appease the Arabs and their British 

supporters. It denies that the Balfour Declaration meant that all of 

Palestine should be set aside as the Jewish National Home. It limits 

Jewish immigration. And it calls for a Legislative Council, which given that 

there are more Arabs than Jews in the country, would give the Arabs a 

majority vote and veto power over Jewish immigration. The message 

Herbert Samuel and the Colonial Office sends Weizmann is a not-so-

subtle threat that if the Zionists resist the Churchill White Paper, the British 

may withhold the Mandate for Palestine from ratification by the League of 

Nations. Weizmann decides to accept it rather than risk the Mandate. 

Fortunately for the Zionists, the Arabs reject the White Paper out of hand 

so that the Legislative Council doesn’t come into existence. 

 

• Slide: League of Nations Mandate: On July 24, 1922, the Council of the  

League of Nations unanimously ratifies the Mandate for Palestine. It’s a 

major victory for Zionism. As one historian says, “Weizmann had every 

cause to feel satisfied. … he had taken the Balfour Declaration, ‘an act of 

faith’, and turned it, through the Mandate, into a practical instrument of 

policy recognized by public law.”  

 

• Slide: Expanded Jewish Agency: Weizmann turns to his next great project. 

Article 4 of the Mandate calls for the creation of a Jewish Agency to 

cooperate with the British administration in Palestine. Hoping to improve 

the bleak economic situation of the Jewish community there, Weizmann 
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decides to expand the Jewish Agency to include an equal number of non-

Zionists, chiefly well-to-do American Jews. 

 
• Slide: Opposition to Agency Plan: Many oppose Weizmann’s plan to allow 

non-Zionists into leadership positions within Zionism. Vladimir Jabotinsky 

spearheads the broad opposition. Jabotinsky argues that a strong 

nationalist leadership is required to carry out Zionist goals, and non-

Zionists would only weaken the effort. He calls the proposal undemocratic 

as the moneyed members of the proposed agency will be unelected, solely 

there because they are rich. 

 
• Slide: Weizmann Victorious: Due to this opposition, it will take seven years 

before Weizmann is successful. In 1929, at the 16th Zionist Congress, the 

expanded Jewish Agency is voted through by a huge margin:  230 votes to 

30. The mood is euphoric as leaders of Zionism and world Jewry stand 

together to formally create the expanded Jewish agency. Albert Einstein 

hands Weizmann a note: “On this day the seeds planted by Herzl and 

Weizmann have borne fruit in a wonderful fashion.  None of those 

attending remained unmoved.” Weizmann, who is already president of the 

Zionist Organization, is now also elected President of the new Jewish 

Agency. A historian writes: “His reputation enhanced, his prestige 

unrivalled, without challenger or peer, he dominated not only the Zionist 

movement, but also the politics of world Jewry.”  

 
3. Play video: Setbacks 

 

Introduce inquiry question: What were the setbacks that Weizmann 

encountered in the years after the Balfour Declaration? 
 

4. Whole class discussion:  

   

• Can you explain Herbert Samuel’s surprising behavior given that he 

was a Zionist himself?  

• Weizmann faced mounting opposition from Zionists, which he easily 

faced down. What do you think made it possible for him to fend off 

their criticism?  

• Do you think Weizmann could have handled things differently with 

the British?  

• Was Weizmann’s plan to include non-Zionists in an expanded 

Jewish Agency a good idea?  

 
5.  Hand out Review Questions (may be used as end of class Quiz). 
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Document A: “Chaim Weizmann: A Biography”, 
Norman Rose (1986)  

 

Weizmann encountered a disturbing tendency among many of 
Allenby’s officers and administrators. Either they were scarcely aware 
of the existence of the Balfour Declaration or else they viewed it as 
an irritant to be neutralized or disposed of as expeditiously as 
possible. Many had been reared in the so-called Cairo-Khartoum 
school, which envisaged a pan-Arab union throughout the Middle 
East under British tutelage. The Balfour Declaration did not fit into this 
ambitious scheme, nor did the activities of the Zionist Commission, 
which some regarded as an intolerable affront to their designs. 
Niggling incidents demonstrated the resentment: a reluctance to 
recognize Hebrew as an official language, or the astonishing fact that 
the Balfour Declaration was not officially published in Palestine until 
May 1920. Overall this amounted to barely concealed hostility.  
 
Wyndham Deedes, Allenby’s senior intelligence officer, showed 
Weizmann extracts from that notorious antisemitic forgery called The 
Protocols of the Elders of Zion. What is this rubbish? Weizmann 
asked. ‘You will find it in the haversack of a great many British 
officers here – and they believe it!’ came back the reply. It was 
common currency at the time, not only among the naïve, to link the 
Bolshevik revolution with fantastic theories of a Jewish world 
conspiracy. The British military administration in Palestine thus 
gained a deserved reputation for being anti-Zionist which in some 
cases spilled over into antisemitism.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Chaim Weizmann, Norman Rose, Elisabeth Sifton Viking Penguin Inc., New 
York, 1986, p. 190-191. 
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Document B: “Report to Zionist Commission”, 
Vladimir Jabotinsky (1918) 

 
 

Precedents are being created which are against us. I must mention 
that there are optimists who insist that nothing which may happen 
now will be considered as precedent. But I am afraid they deceive 
themselves. They even contradict our own policy. Was not the 
sending of a Zionist Commission meant to create a precedent, to 
establish a claim? Or the laying of the foundation stone of the 
university? In the same way, things that occur against us may 
establish precedents. … 
  
All offices are still full of local Arab clerks; but Jews are rare – so rare 
that wherever a Jew turns he has to deal with an Arab official. The 
explanation is that Jews do not know Arabic or English. But many 
Sephardim know Arabic quite well, and, besides, in a city like 
Jerusalem or even Jaffa ignorance of Hebrew should be considered 
as a drawback equivalent to ignorance of Arabic – and is not … The 
result is that Jews are governed and administered if not by Arabs, at 
least through Arab channels and hands, with all the resulting anxiety, 
incertitude, humiliation and bitterness natural under this state of 
things … 
 
All correspondence between the government and Arab institutions is 
conducted in Arabic and military governors sign Arab originals in 
Arabic, while correspondence with Jews is conducted in English and 
not always a Hebrew translation is added. No wonder they have no 
use for Hebrew clerks … Will all this practice change? I wonder. Even 
if it will, it is bad enough that Jews have to struggle for elementary 
things like these.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Lone Wolf: A Biography of Vladimir “Ze’ev” Jabotinsky, Vol. II, Samuel Katz, 
Barricade Books, New York, 1996, p. 410. 
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 Document C: “Chaim Weizmann: A Biography”, 
Norman Rose (1986)  

 
 

Weizmann left for the Versailles Peace Conference on 4 January 
1919. The Zionists had prepared their case thoroughly. After much 
re-drafting – their initial proposals had been rejected by Ormsby-Gore 
as too extremist – a final memorandum was submitted to the Peace 
Conference on 3 February. This amounts to the Zionists’ first draft for 
the British mandate, and it asserted the historic right of the Jews to 
return to Palestine. … 
 
Boundaries were also delineated. Starting at a point south of Sidon, 
the boundary moved eastward to the Litani River and then dropped 
south-east until a point just west of the Hejaz railway; from there it 
followed a line west of the railway until it reached Maan, thence to the 
Gulf of Akaba; to the south-west, the frontier followed the 
international line from Rafah to Akaba. … 
 
As for the final frontiers of mandatory Palestine, these were hardly 
dependent upon the quality of the Anglo-Zionist debate but, rather, 
the result of hard bargaining between Britain and France. On all 
scores Weizmann was forced to retreat from his original positions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Chaim Weizmann, Norman Rose, Elisabeth Sifton Viking Penguin Inc., New 
York, 1986, p. 200. 
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Document D: “Lone Wolf”, Shmuel Katz (1996)  
 

 

The crucial and most sensitive question of boundaries was dealt with 
in an annex to the memorandum to the peace conference. The 
southern border was to be left open for ultimate negotiations with 
Egypt (then a British protectorate). There were no differences with the 
British over the criteria for the northern border, with Syria. It was 
common cause that the border must provide the answer to the 
semiaridity of Palestine and thus must include the headwaters of the 
Jordan, in order to ensure a rational water supply. Thus the proposed 
border ran from a point on the Mediterranean south of Sidon, taking 
in the Litani River and the western slope of the Hermon, and 
continuing eastwards to a point short of the Hedjaz Railway. … 
 
Yet when in December 1918, Lloyd George and Clemenceau made 
their compact whereby France “gave up” Palestine – to enable Britain 
to fulfill the Balfour Declaration – and Britain assured France that she 
did not want Syria, it might have seemed that all would now be clear 
sailing for the final disposition, by the peace conference, of the 
Levant provinces of the Turkish Empire. … 
 
The French remained wedded to the geographical concept embodied 
in the Sykes-Picot Agreement. They felt they had conceded enough 
by agreeing to a British mandate over Palestine instead of the 
“international regime” envisaged by Sykes and Picot. Moreover, Lloyd 
George, in his conversation with Clemenceau, in December 1918, 
had recalled the biblical term “Dan to Beersheba” – and “Dan” 
seemed to the French to be close enough to the Sykes-Picot line in 
the north. Lloyd George did not, in fact, know where Dan was; and as 
late as September 1919, in the midst of the British cabinet 
deliberations in Deauville-Trouville in France (and the parallel 
negotiations with the French), he asked the cabinet secretary to 
telephone London to ask for “Adam Smith’s book on Palestine, Adam 
Smith’s Atlas [containing the boundaries of Palestine at different 
periods], and a large scale map of the Sykes-Picot Agreement.”  
 
Well before that, however, the British Foreign Office negotiators had 
pressed the French to agree to the lines asked for by the Zionists, to 
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include the Litani River and the headwaters of the Jordan. So 
angered was Clemenceau by this demand (and by other demands, 
relating to Mosul) that he declared his agreement with Lloyd George 
null and void. … 
 
The needs of the Jewish National Home were in truth the grounds for 
the British demands; but this circumstance did not make them more 
attractive to the French. They refused to be moved by the argument 
that the water resources of the north, which were not needed by 
Syria, were of vital economic importance to the Jewish National 
Home.  
 
The impatience of the British to reduce their military commitments in 
Syria matched France’s eagerness to take over physical control of 
the country. With no end in sight to the dispute over the final 
delimitation of frontiers, it was thereupon agreed that the question be 
submitted to American arbitration. Meantime a “military demarcation” 
line would be drawn, to which the British would withdraw their forces. 
That line was based on the French demands. … 
 
The agreement was received with dismay by the Zionist leadership; 
but Weizmann was assured by Colonel Gribbon (the War Office 
expert who took part in all the cabinet’s deliberations) that “the British 
government will not slacken in their support of our northern plans, but 
that under the circumstances, in reaching an understanding for 
purposes of military occupation, they could not demand their ‘pound 
of flesh’ more than Palestine, as historically understood and 
delimited, and they were not free to discuss the territory that should 
for economic, social and political reasons be included in the new 
Palestine. The situation was tense, and we stood to lose much more, 
he thought, if the British had at this time insisted on more.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Lone Wolf: A Biography of Vladimir “Ze’ev” Jabotinsky, Vol. II, Samuel Katz, 
Barricade Books, New York, 1996, p. 444-552. 
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Document E: “Trial and Error,” Chaim Weizmann, 
(1949) 

 
 

There was, of course, something more to the pogrom than the 
primitive frenzy of its perpetrators. The instigators, those that  had 
lashed the mobs to blind action, were more farsighted than their 
illiterate dupes; they knew that within a few weeks there would be 
held in San Remo, in northern Italy, the Conference of the Allied 
powers at which the fate of the dismembered Turkish Empire would 
be considered; they knew that the Balfour Declaration would then 
come up for inclusion in the disposition of Palestine; from being a 
statement of policy it would be converted – if Zionist hopes were 
realized – into the substance of an international agreement. And they 
hoped by their demonstration of force to prevent this consummation.  
 
I decided that I must return to Europe immediately, to see what could 
be done. … We were given a police escort as far as Egypt, and 
reached Cairo the evening of the same day. … 
 
I notified [Commander-in-Chief Edmund] Allenby of my presence the 
next morning, and he invited me to lunch. His first words when we 
met were: “I’m afraid you’re going to say: ‘I told you so!’” I answered 
that I had no intention of saying anything of the sort, but I wanted him 
to know that we intended to go on with our work, and at a quicker 
pace than hitherto, because I believed that if we had, say four 
hundred thousand Jews in Palestine instead of a miserable fifty 
thousand, such things would be less likely to happen. (Not entirely 
accurate as prophecy, I fear, but that was how it looked to me at the 
time.) Allenby asked what he could do, “I suppose you would like us 
to clear out!” I said: “On the contrary! I very much hope that at San 
Remo it will at last be definitely decided that the British are to have 
the Palestine Mandate, and that a more solid regime will then be 
established. I would like to see a civil administration in Palestine as 
soon as possible, as I don’t think the soldiers understand what are 
the problems involved, or how to approach them.” He pressed his 
point: “You don’t seem to have much faith in the military 
administration.” I said,” That’s putting it mildly – in fact, I have none 
whatsoever! The sooner they leave the better for everyone 
concerned!” 
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Source: Trial and Error: The Autobiography of Chaim Weizmann by Chaim Weizmann, 

Harper & Brothers Publishers, New York, 1949, p. 257-258. 
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Document F: “Trial and Error”, Chaim Weizmann, 
(1949)  

 
A week or so passed in San Remo while we waited for the 
Conference to make up its mind about Palestine. … 
 
There was always the uneasy feeling that the recent events in 
Palestine might bring some revision of policy, but Mr. Balfour assured 
me that they were regarded as without importance, and would 
certainly not affect policy, which had been definitely set. … 
 
At long last the gentlemen came out, and I made for Philip Kerr and 
the Prime Minister, both of whom proceeded to congratulate me 
warmly on the result of the meeting: the confirmation of the Balfour 
Declaration and the decision to give the Mandate to Great Britain. Mr. 
Lloyd George was particularly kind, telling me that we now had a very 
great opportunity and must show what good use we could make of it. 
He said: “You have no time to waste. Today the world is like the 
Baltic before a frost. For the moment it is still in motion. But if it gets 
set, you will have to batter your heads against the ice blocks and wait 
for a second thaw.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Trial and Error: The Autobiography of Chaim Weizmann by Chaim Weizmann, 
Harper & Brothers Publishers, New York, 1949, p. 260. 
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Document G: “Trial and Error,” Chaim Weizmann, 
(1949) 

 
 

Herbert Samuel had been High Commissioner for about a year, but 
there was already noticeable, in the Congress discussions, the 
beginnings of the disappointment, and even bitterness, which his 
regime was to inspire. … 
 
First there had been his handling of the riots of May 1921, which I 
have already mentioned. Desirous of starting his work as peaceably 
as possible, Samuel’s reaction to the riots had been to stop 
immigration, and this decision had been announced at a gathering of 
Arab notables in Ramleh. Both the decision, and the form of its 
announcement, came as a severe shock to Jews everywhere. 
Immigrants already within sight of the shores of Palestine were not 
allowed to land.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Trial and Error: The Autobiography of Chaim Weizmann by Chaim Weizmann, 

Harper & Brothers Publishers, New York, 1949, p. 275. 
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Document H: “Chaim Weizmann: A Biography”, 
Norman Rose (1993)  

 

The first setback came in the form of the White Paper of 1922. Its 
principal author was Herbert Samuel, who arrived in London during 
the first week of May after an absence of almost two years. The 
postponement of the Mandate for Palestine afforded Samuel the 
opportunity to prepare a new statement of policy. This one was to be 
based on ideas he had articulated in his speech of June 3, 1921, but 
had, in fact, held since early in the war and consolidated after he first 
visited in Palestine at Balfour’s house in July 1921. Now that the 
Zionists were caught in a moment of political weakness, Sir Herbert 
had a second chance to force them to accept his vision for the 
governance of Palestine.  
 
The fact that the discussions of the Colonial Office with the Palestine 
Arab delegation had come to a halt provided further impetus for a 
new political initiative. In collaboration with Shuckburgh of the 
Colonial Office, Samuel prepared a memorandum signed by Winston 
Churchill on May 22, 1922, three days after he had received it. 
Usually referred to as the “Churchill Memorandum,” it seems that the 
colonial secretary, who was then preoccupied with Irish problems, 
paid scant attention to it. Weizmann received a copy of the 
memorandum immediately after Churchill approved it, so that the 
could discuss it with his colleagues before its official release on June 
3.  
 
In the meantime, on May 30, the Zionist executive hosted a dinner for 
Sir Herbert at the Royal Palace Hotel, which had been arranged 
some weeks earlier. Samuel was also invited to attend a meeting of 
the executive on June 1. On both occasions Weizmann and his 
colleagues tried to persuade the high commissioner to change certain 
aspects of the memorandum, but to no avail. At the end of the 
meeting with the Zionist executive, Sir Herbert urged the Zionists to 
do “everything to facilitate his task. … Although things had been quiet 
for a year, he did not place any great faith in that tranquility. … It 
therefore behooved the [Zionist] [Organization] as well as the 
Government to do everything they could to diminish friction and to 
remove misconceptions. They should not put the Zionist flag too high, 
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as too much flag-waving aroused resentment. … A great many Arabs 
were afraid of what they thought the Zionists would do, and many 
influential people in England had sympathy with them because they 
thought the Jews would overwhelm them.”  
 
Samuel’s remarks clearly indicate that the memorandum was written 
to appease the Arabs and their British supporters. Gone was the era 
of polite and almost deferential consultations with Weizmann. Though 
stated in civil terms, the high commissioner clearly implied that it 
would be better for the Zionists to accept British policy without much 
fuss. The new tone of authority and the implied threat are even 
clearer in the June letter from John Shuckburgh that was attached to 
the memorandum. It left little room for disagreement: “Mr. Churchill … 
would … be glad to receive from you a formal assurance that your 
Organization accepts the policy as set out in the enclosed statement 
and is prepared to conduct its own activities in conformity therewith.”   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Chaim Weizmann: The Making of a Statesman, Jehuda Reinharz,  
Oxford University Press, New York, 1993, p. 387-388. 
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Document I: “Chaim Weizmann”, Norman Rose (1986)  
 

Despite his frustration, Weizmann had every cause to feel satisfied. 
His current successes were, in some ways, far more substantial than 
the Balfour Declaration. In 1917, he had skillfully exploited a 
favourable situation; between 1918 and 1922 he found himself 
swimming against the political currents. Impeded by hostile forces 
from all sides, he had taken the Balfour Declaration, ‘an act of faith’, 
and turned it, through the mandate, into a practical instrument of 
policy recognized by public law. Moreover, his ambition since 1914 
had been attained: Britain assumed responsibility for Palestine as the 
mandatory power. He had achieved all this against colossal odds.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Chaim Weizmann, Norman Rose, Elisabeth Sifton Viking Penguin Inc., New 
York, 1986, p. 220. 
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Document J: “Trial and Error,” Chaim Weizmann, 
(1949) 

 
 

Seven years lay between the ratification of the Mandate – July 1922 – 
and the founding of the Jewish Agency – August 1929. Amid the 
varying fortunes of the Zionist movement, I did not once, during that 
period, forget the need for the Agency. I had, in fact, been 
preoccupied with the idea in preceding years.  
 
Article IV of the Mandate reads: “An appropriate Jewish agency shall 
be recognized as a public body for the purpose of advising and co-
operating with the administration of Palestine in such economic, 
social and other matters as may affect the establishment of the 
Jewish National Home. … The Zionist Organization … shall be 
recognized as such agency. It shall take steps in consultation with His 
Britannic Majesty’s Government to secure the co-operation of all 
Jews who are willing to assist in the establishment of the Jewish 
National Home.” The words “Jewish Agency” as used in my narrative, 
mean, specifically the Agency in the extended or enlarged form 
contemplated by the Mandate.  
 
Chiefly, though by no means exclusively, I had in mind the leaders of 
the American Jewish community, the mainstay of the Joint 
Distribution Committee. Their philanthropists were manifold and 
generous, and Palestine might occasionally be included among them 
as a peripheral interest.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Trial and Error: The Autobiography of Chaim Weizmann by Chaim Weizmann, 

Harper & Brothers Publishers, New York, 1949, p. 304. 
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Document K: “Lone Wolf”, Shmuel Katz (1996)  
 

 

“The Prospect of a Plutocracy,” published shortly before the 
congress, flayed the Jewish Agency plan. Restating his by then 
familiar observations to an undemocratic proposal, [Vladimir 
Jabotinsky] showed his innate distaste for its social and psychological 
implications. What its proponents were hoping for, he wrote, was that 
when one magnate joined, others would follow, and thus a fashion 
would be created.  
 
“The fashion will not bring real money, just as it cannot bring people 
of real value and positive in their attitudes to Eretz Israel. Fashion 
brings only tourists … and this is not the way to mobilize energy for a  
great and good cause.  
 
“The rich Jews of the West will also, one of these days, be drawn to 
our cause,” he wrote, attracted by “a noble, pure influence and not 
because they will find well-tailored dinner jackets in our drawing 
rooms.”  
 
He found the whole idea repellent. He saw in it “the old ghetto itch, 
still not cured – the belief that between the Jews and the Czar there 
must always be an intermediary, an assimilationist (though not yet 
baptized) Jew.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Lone Wolf: A Biography of Vladimir “Ze’ev” Jabotinsky, Vol. II, Samuel Katz, 
Barricade Books, New York, 1996, p. 897-898. 
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Guiding Questions          Name_______________  

  

 

1. Why was Herbert Samuel a disappointment as High Commissioner? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Why was the League of Nations Mandate important? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Why did many Zionists oppose Weizmann’s expanded Jewish Agency plan?   

 

 

 

 

 
 

Please answer the following in the space provided: What were the setbacks that 

Weizmann encountered after the Balfour Declaration? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


